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Christians: 2,100,000,000 followers – tend to decline in terms of global Muslim percentage: 1,500,000,000 people – tends to increase in terms of global percentage without religion: 1,100,000,000 people – Tends to decline in terms of global Hindu percentages: 900,000,000 followers – stable in terms of
global percentage of Chinese folk religions: 400,000,000 people Primary religions: 400,000,000 people Buda Socialists: 37 5,000,000 Followers – Stable in terms of global Siam percentage: 24,000,000 Jews: 14,500,000 People in Ha'es: 7,400,000 Jains Devotees: 4,3 00,000 Shintoist people: 4,000,000
Taoism Man: 2,700,000 followers This list of hopeful figures gives a good estimate of the world's populations purported to adhere to major world religions, other religions, Or their purported state of being religious. The pie chart of the above global religions originated in Wikipedia and the image above
shows possible changes expected in levels of adherence to faith in the US. Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist and Jewish religions include all differences Interpretation, outlook or practice, which or meaning is similar to Catholics, Protestants, Orthodox and different within Christianity.Trends in adherence to major
world religions are probably associated with different lessons whereby populations change in different regions of the world of historically widespread religious beliefs or the marked beginnings of secularism. This emerges from a more recent chart than that on the global map of religion. Also, this sedation
does not separate characters like the other chart. It shows how much Christianity and Islam dominate, and it also shows how Judaism hasn't spread much. A more recent world religion statistics page is now available here in this pie chart based on statistics detailing people who have admitted self-
adherence to one of the great world religions, or other faiths, or to people who declare that they are without religion. As you'll see the pie chart mentions only a percentage of the world's population that religiously related self-entry places them in each category. To get a better idea of the statistics of the
size of the numerical population, see the following list of the world's largest religions.   Christians: 2,100,000,000 - tend to decline in terms of global Muslim percentages: 1,500,000,000 - tends to increase in terms of global percentage without religion: 1,100,000,0000 - tends to decline in terms of global
Hindu percentages: 900,000,000 - stable in terms of Chinese global percentage of folk religions: 400,000,000 primary religions: 400,000,000 Buddhists: 375,000,000 stable in siquim global percentage conditions: 24,000,000 Jews: 14,500,000 ah'yim: 7,400,000 c '4,300,000 Shintoists: 4,000,000 Taoism:
2,700,000 This list of data hopefully gives a good appreciation of the world's populations who have declared self-adherence to large global religions , in other religions, or in their own state of not being religious. This pie chart of world religions originates from Wikipedia The Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist and
Jewish religions include differences between faith interpretation, outlook or practice, meaning or meaning similar to Catholics, Protestants, Orthodox and different within Christianity. Trends in adherence to major world religions are probably related to different levels whereby populations change in the
different regions of the world of historically widespread religious beliefs or the marked beginnings of secularism. Of the world's population now close to seven billion people, the global religious pie cuts in value as follows: the raw data hanel requires at least some additional explanations and interpretation.
The clear winner, in terms of sheer size, is Christianity, which comes with nearly a third of the world's total population. However, note that Christianity as a category includes Catholics, East Of all kinds (Greek Orthodox, Russian Orthodox, etc.) and Protestants of all kinds (from religious factors such as
Baptist, Methodist, Luthorran, Presbyterian and Epocaly, to Jehovah's Witnesses, Seventh Day Adventist, Amish, Mennonity, Quaker, Mormon, Non-Religious, etc.). If the Christian slice of the world's religious cake was graphically divided to showcase all this inner Christian diversity, then half the slice of
Christian pie would be Catholic; The other half will be different (anything else that follows the label Christian). The second largest slice of the world's religious cake belongs to Islam. And the size of this particular slice may increase, relative to all other slices. Some observers have stated (although other
sources dispute this) that Islam is now the fastest growing religion in the world, and that if current rates of growth continue, Islam will exceed Christianity of its size at some point later in this century, turning Islam into the world's largest religion. If that happens, then of course the global religious pie will
have to be re-erased, with Islam receiving the largest slice. What some may find a little surprising is that third place, in this ranking of religious affiliation in the world overall by their relative sizes, belongs to unidentified religious. Unrecognizable here means those who claim that there are no religious
beliefs or affiliations whatsoever (atheists, agnostics, secularists, infidels), as well as those who can hold private religious beliefs or pursue their own independent spiritual paths, which are not affiliated with any particular religion (many of the spiritual but non-religious types may fall under this category).
The two categories came together here, mano admittedly unidentified, although in a different sense. In fourth place is Hinduism, the third largest religion in the world (since unidentified, despite holding third place, it is itself a mixed case and not really a religion per se). Although pockets of Hindus can be
found around the world, the vast majority still reside in India, their country of origin. In addition to India, Hinduism is also the majority religion in Nepal and Bali (in Indonesia). In a dead heat with each other numbers five and six are Buddhism and the category of Chinese religions. And this is where things
start to get a little fuzzy, because there's a noticeable blurry overlap between the two. Buddhism is one of the three main Chinese religions (the other two religions are Confuzianism and Taoism), but it also exists independently in the name of its own central religion, beyond China (Buddhism is the majority
religion of Japan, Korea, Tibet, Sri Lanka, Burma, Laos, Cambodia and Thailand). Complicating things further is the fact that, in China, one can be a Buddhist, a Taoist, and a Conopi, all At the same time. So, how does a survey take an accurate head count? Slot number seven goes into the wider
category of indigenous religions. These are the religions of the indigenous and often uneducated of the world, of various tribal cultures that are widely separated scattered around the world. This is not one religion, but many - Aboriginal Australians, Native Americans, African tribes, Inuit (Eskimos), Pacific
Islanders and so on. Despite the scattered, many indigenous religions often share certain repetitive traits, such as animism (the belief that everything in nature lives, with seemingly inanimate objects with spirit or soul) or shamanism (the belief that some people are commonly known as Shaman, have the
power to enter a trance and reach the spiritual realm on behalf of its human community to heal or solve other problems)., just because a tiny slice of cake has 0% birth That doesn't mean there are zero followers of the religions represented by those fragments. Here, 0% is only less than 1%. This figure
applies to both Judaism and Siquim. Given the sheer magnitude of their significance on the global religious arena, as well as their central importance over thousands of years of Western religious history, many readers may be surprised to learn that Jews make up less than one percent of the total human
population. However, so it is. Many may also be surprised to learn that Siquim - followers of a similarly small Eastern religion that many Americans have never heard of - outnumber Jews. Other religions exist, of course (from Jainism and Zoroestrianism, to Shinto and Wicca, to Hai'i and Rastafarianism
and Scientology, and many more), but at levels that are usually too small to register on a graphic pie chart like this one. This, however, is pretty much how the world's main faith traditions break, when seen from a comprehensive global perspective. Perspective.
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